' Trippy Nite-Lite for PICAXE 08M
' by Charles Platt

setfreq m8			' Sets the mirocontroller to run at 8 MHz
symbol LED = 1			' The LED is attached to logical pin 1

symbol colortime = b0	' Sets maximum time for each brightness value
symbol cycles = b1		' Loop variable counts cycles up to colortime value
symbol LEDoff = b2		' Variable determines cycles the LED stays off
symbol LEDon = b3		' Variable determines cycles the LED stays on
symbol colorinc = b4	' Increment for colortime from one sequence to next
symbol pvalue = w3		' Number of half-ms to pause in fully-on or off states

pvalue = 10000			' Controls delay during fully-on and off (max 65535)
colorinc = 23			' Increments the colortime variable. Use a different
gosub settime			' prime number (e.g. 17, 23, 37) for each color LED.

do							' steps the LED from dark to bright to dark
	LEDoff = 20
	for LEDon = 1 to 19		' brightens the LED through 19 values
		dec LEDoff			' deducts 1 from the value of LEDoff
		gosub display			' so that LEDon + LEDoff always = 20
	next
	high LED : pause pvalue		' turns LED fully on for pvalue/2000 seconds
	gosub settime

	for LEDon = 19 to 1 step -1	' dims the LED from 19 cycles on to 1 cycle on
		gosub display
		inc LEDoff			' adds 1 to the value of LEDoff
	next
	low LED : pause pvalue		' turns LED fully off for pvalue/2000 seconds
	gosub settime
loop							' repeats the entire sequence indefinitely

settime:

colortime = colortime + colorinc	' increments the colortime value
if colortime > 97 then 			' resets colortime value when it gets too big
	colortime = colortime - 91	' its value can range from 20 to 130 approx.
endif						' and limits the cycles in each sequence
return

display:						' maintains LED at chosen brightness

for cycles = 1 to colortime		' powers the LED at brightness set by
	high LED : pause LEDon		' LEDon and LEDoff variables, for a duration
	low LED : pause LEDoff		' set by the colortime variable
next
return


